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1 What makes us unique? Global DS Group is a leader in the debt reduction industry. We offer FTC compliance, performance-based, debt relief. 2 What does FTC-compliant performance-based debt relief mean? Before October 2010, most debt settlement companies charged their fees before actually paying off any of their debts. Most of the funds allocated to creditors were
withdrawn as company fees, making it difficult to settle debts quickly. As a result of consumer complaints, the FTC made a change to the Telemarketing Sales Rule (TSR) to make it illegal to charge a consumer fee until the company evens a debt. This change took effect at the end of October 2010. At Global DS Group, we have always had our client's best interest at heart. We
are not afraid to base our rates on performance and look forward to working with you to achieve the best possible outcome. 3 Benefits of the Agreement Pay less than you owe. After saving money for several weeks or months, our negotiators will communicate and structure an agreement with their creditors so that they agree to accept a smaller amount than you owe. Get relief
from harassing phone calls. When you are our customer, we do all communication on your behalf. Just forward your creditors to us and let us take you from there. Thank you for taking the time to learn about how the Global DS Group might be able to help you or a friend. We are a debt settlement company that has experience in negotiating with creditors large and small. For
settlement, we only accept fees if we are successful in committing your debt. Call 866-677-5032 to learn more. ← This report about you is listed on other sites? These sites steal ripoff report content. We can remove them for you! Learn more here. If your business is willing to make a commitment to customer satisfaction click here now.. Looking for a payday consolidation loan? I
also when the Global DS Group approached via telemarketing one morning. I spoke to a more articulate salesman. I had numerous questions about the contract I signed with him and he was able to completely put my doubts and fear to rest. That was initially. What happened to me if it's worth reporting to you. Gobal DS Group may be all they say. They can work with lenders and,
in fact, bring satisfaction to some of their customers. However, in my case, I received many red flags and was able to cancel my contract with them before the initial payment of the installment was made. Here's what happened to me. Misrepresented: 1. I was told that Global Cient Solutions was the parent company of DS. Fact: GCS is the payment processing center for and not
the parent company. 2. I was informed by one of the DS banking experts that she was contacting my creditors and when I asked for proof of what she sent, she said she would send the corresponding documents to my email. Email. She had two email addresses and I never received any documents. 3. During a conversation with this banking expert, she went over the names of my
creditors implying that she knew all about them and did business with them all the time. Fact: From what she told me, it was obvious that she was not in contact with the corporate offices of my creditors. That's why. For example, a lender in CA that is commonly known as Cash I is actually Buckeye Check Cashing and Cash 1 is just a dba of Buckeye; which is the company for
which I write my checks and that states about the contract that I sign every time I recondo my loan is the parent company of Cash 1. (I mean here that Cash 1 is an excellent lending company to work with.) She didn't know the corporate names of my creditors. I saw a video on youtube about possible scams from loan consolidation companies. The second alert or redflag was if the
company says it will open a trust account on your behalf. The person on youtube said run away as fast as you can. This set off alarms and last night I called the Global DS Group and the phone serves A Services and not the Global DS Group. I left a message for M to call me back. The next morning (that date), I arrived at m after a lot of static from other employees and she finally
picked up the phone. I said I didn't get the promised e-mails and she said she sent them. I told her I had two email addresses and that I should have received the emails in at least one of those inboxes. She said she remembered talking to me and that I confirmed that she had received the e-mails. That would be misrepresented number four. When I asked M to send me the
documents referring to the trust account that would be created, she replied that I do not receive this information until the first payment is made. I told her I found out that the Global DS Group hadn't done business in four years, but it had been incorporated in October 2015. She didn't say anything. Finally, I told her to send me a cancellation notice to my emal box that she had there
after my phone conversation with her in literally seconds. Finally, she encouraged me to stop paying my creditors by putting advances on checks. The DS contract states that the group does not guarantee success with settlement with creditors and therefore basically a consumer may find that they are paying for nothing and, most importantly, they can now face the nightmare of
lenders eventually sending a people account to a collection agency. If all this happens, the Global DS Group still receives its money through contractual obligations. This report appears as a warning. There is no implicit fault in the global ds group port. I just didn't stay in the company long enough because I personally found out that I didn't more trust the company. Once again, the
Global DS Group can be a company, but I leave it to others to make that decision for themselves. When seeking loan assistance on payday be cautious and not hasty to sign any documents. Search with the Better Business Bureau and for possible complaints against the company with your turn. Memories and hope that you will find a way out of the debt trap. ← This report about
you is listed on other sites? These sites steal ripoff report content. We can remove them for you! Learn more here. If your business is willing to make a commitment to customer satisfaction click here now.. I signed up with the national debt and loan relief, they put me in touch with Global Client Solutions and told me they would contact my supplemental loan companies to settle the
loans and pay them off as they took the money from me and they created a 164.13 payment plan every 2 weeks for debit from my bank account , they have already debited my account 4 payments and I just received a statement from them showing only 1 payment with which they took 10.00 for a monthly declaration fee and 128.38 for a dm memo field fee that I don't know
anything about, and in the mean time they haven't contacted any of my creditors and paid 1 cent to any , except themselves. I want to stop the payments to them, can someone tell me how I can do this? They are set up as an ach debit from my bank account. Help!!!!! Real scam, so be careful and better avoid the company Dear DS GROUP LLC. They steal customers. I was angry
and I have no idea how to stop false accusations. They already stole $400 from me and it was impossible to return the money. I wonder if there are people who had the same thing. Maybe you can advise me to stop these sacings. Please post your ideas and comments. Thank you. How do I know I can rely on these reviews on Global Client Solutions? How do I know I can rely on
these reviews on Global Client Solutions? 2,474,206 consumeraffairs reviews. We ask for attention in the use of the information provided. We use intelligent software that helps us maintain the integrity of assessments. Our moderators have read all the reviews to check the quality and help. For more information on reviews on ConsumerAffairs.com visit our FAQ. Brian from
Mansfield, OH Verified Reviewer Original Review Review: April 13, 2020We go deep into credit card debt and think this was a way out of the bad spot, this is just the beginning of the bad point. They tell you to ignore your creditors and they take your monthly amount and do it absolutely, until you get a court ornament on your bank and home accounts. they say they have a solution
for you but your name is in the newspaper and your credit is ruined. So they make payments to lenders that are weak enough to take a hit and write down their biggest debt and then you are taxed on what they wrote as income. So GCS says they have have raise your value that they take from you because there is not enough money to cover the deal. And they almost double
their payments and then they don't pay anyone just you pay for 48 months (or in my case 49 because they say the first month didn't count). I even had to represent myself in court against a very large company and the atty opponent seemed so bad to me because he could see what I was trying to, he took me to the law library and asked the big company to accept an elaborate
payment plan between him and me and they did to save my house. GCS never showed up to help me and I'm still paying cards even after 48 months and they said I'd be free. I'm only free of $10, 000. I gave it to them for nothing. If you think about using them, please contact me and I will share more horror stories.... Brian A Read review completes May 7, 2020 Global Response
to Customer Solutions Thank you for sharing your concerns that we take very seriously. Global Client Solutions is a dedicated account provider. We provide FDIC insured accounts and payment processing services to consumers who have enrolled in a debt settlement program. We do not provide debt settlement services. If you have questions or concerns about your debt
settlement program, you should contact your debt settlement provider. We are here to help if you have any questions about your dedicated account. Morgan from Miami, FL Verified Verified Reviewer Original Review Review: March 19, 2020I have been with them for about 14 months. I have four more years with them and I don't know what to do. They seem to fool me and can't
show me any kind of spreadsheet in my accounts. Now they want me to sign this dedicated account and application agreement. Do I? There is a way out and find a better company for my debt. Do I have a choice? May 7, 2020 Global Customer Solutions Response Thank you for sharing your concerns with us. Global Client Solutions is a dedicated account provider. We provide
FDIC insured accounts and payment processing services to consumers who have enrolled in a debt settlement program. We do not provide debt settlement services. We are unable to locate an account on your behalf and recommend that you contact your debt settlement provider. We can try to help you if you contact us and ask our Department of Consumer Protection. Doug of
Lititz, PA Verified Reviewer Original review: Jan. 24, 2020I started using a company scam in 2017. In 2018 I received a notification from one of my credit card holders to settle their account for $470.71. According to my statements my account had a balance $850. I gave them permission to pay for this card that would have saved me $4228. I asked about which bills were paid and
it came to my surprise i was told that this credit card was not paid. There weren't enough funds in my account back then to pay it. I've been lied and has since taken over all the negotiations with credit card companies that I still must. Spare yourself the hassle and fees. This company is a big joke. May 7, 2020 Global Customer Solutions Response Customer Reviews are always
important to our company and it seems we have lost yours. Thank you for sharing your concerns, we take them seriously. GCS provides dedicated accounts, insured by the FDIC and payment processing services to consumers who have enrolled in a debt settlement program. We do not provide debt settlement services. If you have questions about your dedicated account, please
contact us - we are here to help. Christina de Saint Louis, MO Verified Reviewer Original Review Review: January 21, 2020So I signed a contract with the pcs debt relief program, which by the way is also a scam. I paid Global almost $30,000 in 27 months to pay my bills settled by PCS. My contract came to an end in November 2019 and came to discover that the PCS nor the
global made any effort to close 2 of the accounts. Now the PCS is asking me to pay both bills myself. Even if those two bills were in my contract! I did my part, but pcs and global did not do theirs. Someone obviously saved a lot of my funds for themselves. I also made a complaint with BB on the PCS as well. Be cautious. It's better to file for bankruptcy than to go through a debt
reduction program. May 7, 2020 Global Customer Solutions Response Although we haven't connected with you before, we still want to address your assessment and thank you for sharing your concerns. GCS provides FDIC insured accounts and payment processing services to consumers who have enrolled in a debt settlement program. We do not provide debt settlement
services. If you have questions about your dedicated account, please contact us - we are here to help. Teresa of Mulberry, FL Verified Reviewer Original review: Jan. 15, 2020I signed up thinking it would help me. I was wrong. I had to call back and cancel after a few days by signing up because my elderly dad came back from the hospital. He needed medicine. They told me they
wouldn't take any money from me so I could pay for my father's meds and call back in February 2020. Well, as of January 2020 they wrote my bank account. I didn't get my father's meds. I had to borrow money. They took 308 out of the bank account and I called to cancel and did what I was supposed to do. She told me I should get 298 back. Well, that's better than nothing. He
only got 78.13, not 298. Very untrue. Don't believe what they say. It's not good company to be in the mood. Get in with bbb on the company as well. The way it works, you have to pay them before they do anything for you and it takes four years for you to get paid. You can do it yourself and save money. May 7, 2020 Global Response to Customer Solutions Being responsive to
feedback is important to us and we hope to connect with you now. We take a lot of feedback from our customer GCS provides FDIC insured accounts and payment processing services to consumers who have enrolled in a debt settlement program. We do not provide debt settlement services. We've searched your account and our Consumer Protection team will contact you to
speak with you. We're here to help. Cassie from Pittsburgh, PA Verified Reviewer Original Review Review: Dec 16, 2019If you've read other reviews, this is no different. GCS is a scam! They take their money, things go well for a short period of time, then all of a sudden they say that typical qualify for a consolidation loan and that this loan will pay off all the debt at this point and
you will pay them off, but they haven't sent the paperwork, they don't work with them, so GCS starts taking money out of your bank account 3 months after saying everything is settled. May 7, 2020 Global Customer Solutions Response Customer reviews are always important to us and it looks like we've lost yours. GCS provides FDIC insured accounts and payment processing
services to consumers who have enrolled in a debt settlement program. We do not provide debt settlement services or consolidation loans. We've searched your account and it looks like you've completed your program. If this is not the case or if you have any questions about your GCS account, please contact us. We're here to help. Yevette de Fort Wayne, IN Verified Reviewer
Original review: Dec 12, 2019Bad decision on my part. I have made the monthly payment to this company for a debt consolidation company that I thought had my best interest at heart until a lawsuit was filed against me by a lender that began in August. I am now being informed that more funds need to be added to this account on top of what I am already paying and have been
paying for 14 months. The service fees seem to eat a HUGE chunk of this bill. (I paid over 6,000.) I can not log into the account and when I call them they are not useful, besides telling me that they will send me a statement via regular mail, because of some BS that states that they can not send it by email to me.. Well, I have court in 5 days and I doubt I'll get it in time. And by the
way, the consolidation company hasn't been of any help in my trial and it turns me around. I was told to appear in court even if no legal representative was there to help me. Of which I just discovered this today (5 days before court). ANGER doesn't even start to explain my feelings now. I canceled through my bank more payments to this company and Will do my best, hitting my
accounts on my own, I think. Read the full review May 7, 2020 Response Thank you for sharing your feedback, we just became aware of your assessment and wanted to respond. GCS provides FDIC insured accounts and payment processing services to consumers who have enrolled in a debt settlement program. We do not provide debt debts Services. If you have questions or
concerns about your debt settlement program and any charges related to it, please contact your debt settlement provider. For GCS account questions, call and request our Consumer Protection department. Maria de El Paso, TX Verified Reviewer Original Review Review: November 19, 2019OMG!!! I'm so screwed. How can that be legal? As of February 2018, this company has
taken $8,777.79 and more than $6,000 in Customer, Transaction and Settlement Fees; how can they take settlement fees in no deal? I'm facing a Capital One lawsuit because these idiots (DMB Financial in conjunction with Global Client Solutions LLC(GCS)) really aren't trading crap for me. In reading all these criticisms, I am afraid that this case against me will not be handled
properly. I called, emailed and sent court documents to DMB Financial and received no response or recognition. As of 11/01/19, GCS shows that I only have $63.70 on this account. HOOOWWW??? And of my three creditors, I've been harassed and I'm very stressed now. How can consumers really be deceived without any kind of service that can protect us? What can we do to
process these and recover our money for these outrageous fees? We need help!!! Read the full review of May 7, 2020 Global Customer Solutions Response While we haven't connected with you before, we still want to address your assessment and thank you for sharing your concerns. We take our customer feedback very seriously. GCS provides FDIC insured accounts and
payment processing services to consumers who have enrolled in a debt settlement program. We do not provide debt settlement services. For questions about your dedicated account and transactions by posting to it, please contact us and request our Consumer Protection department. We're here to help. Linda of Littleton, CO Verified Reviewer Original Review Review: August 15,
2019GCS with Summit with Wyolaw - Lawyers and Financial Firms Not Helping Americans. I'm so screwed right now. GCS is paid in full, but won't release funds to Wyolaw and Wyolaw doesn't care! Getting everybody's race. I've contacted all these people several times, so I can know that everything is being fixed so I can find out later - NO. I was nice, then angry, now crying in
sheer frustration. That's how depressions start – Companies that claim to help the American people, but after MAY 7, 2020 Global Customer Solutions Response Customer Reviews are always important to our company and it seems we've lost theirs. Thank you for sharing your feedback, which we take to We can't locate your account without additional information, but we're here
to help. Contact us and request our Consumer Protection team. They can help you with any account question you may have. Sean of Concord, CA Verified Reviewer Original Review Review: Aug 13, 2019The 2019The is a partner of a company called Finance Solutions and Wyo Law Firm (formerly doing business as Summit Law Firm). All three are scammers. I got into this mess
a year ago. For a year I paid them $591 a month and they told me that after 6 to 9 months after paying my monthly payments, they will negotiate my debt with the lender. The creditor sued me and these scammers told me that someone would represent me at the hearing. Lie. It never happened. And I haven't even been informed that these scammers aren't going to show up. I
learned about this when the lender recorded an attachment on a property I own. So I called them and asked what happened at the hearing and they told me a bunch of lies. Then they started another game. They say they've contacted the lender, but the lender isn't responding. Another lie. I contacted the lender and they said they were never contacted. In the next lie, the law firm
said they contacted the lender's lawyer to pay off the debt. It never happened. I called wyo's office six times and asked to speak to the negotiator who is involved in the case. It never happened. The keep saying he's not available, he's out for a day, he's off on vacation, he dropped the case and assigned the case to another negotiator, etc., etc. All the lies. Today I had the last
conversation with Wyo Advogados and they said that if I can call the creditor's lawyer and have him contact the negotiator. That's the mess I've been through for the last year. You've already paid $7,000+ and received nothing in return except for a bunch of lies and they're not even good liars. Read the full review of May 7, 2020 Global Customer Solutions Response While we
haven't connected with you before, we still want to address your assessment and thank you for sharing your concerns. We take our customer feedback very seriously. GCS provides dedicated accounts, insured by the FDIC and payment processing services to consumers who have enrolled in a debt settlement program. We do not provide debt settlement services. We can't locate
your account without additional information. Contact us and request our Consumer Protection team. Next next
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